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Student
Summit makes
comeback

Despite space
constraints,
art thrives

Meeting intends to give
students a forum

Some students taking art
courses as a hobby
By Rima Shah
Daily Staff Editor

By Lea Blevins
Daily Staff Writer

Scraping away the tail of a foam fruit fly, white particles falling on her hair, clothes and the floor around
wheorrklike snowflakes, Allison Chi contemplated her art-

For the tirst time in two years, Associated Students will
hold a Student Summit where students will get a chance
to have their voices heard, according to A.S.
The summit is slated for today at 5 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student Union.
"Our primary goal is to get feedback from the students
and find out what programs they would like to see that we
can provide," said Erika M. Jackson, A.S. director of communication affairs.
The summit is designed to be conducted like a town
hall meeting so students can meet their representatives
and speak freely about campus issues, according to
A.S.
Students are allowed to speak at other A.S. meetings, but
the setting is more formaljackson said. The summit will
give students an opportunity to express their concerns in a
more casual atmosphere.
"We’re ring to make it more organic, more of a loose
structure; she said.
A majority of the 14 A.S. officers are expected to attend,
as well as the A.S. Executive Director Alfonso de Alba and
Student Life Center Director Meredith Moran.
"Too often, as directors and as student leaders, we don’t
get a chance to han input from A lot of people," Jackson

An exchange student from Taiwan and a zoology
senior, Chi said she used to study fruit flies in a genetic laboratory where she once worked. Deciding
research was too boring, Chi said she is now thinking
of applying to graduate school in the digital media
program.
"Art is fun: she said, the tail in her hands looking like
a dome. "You can have new ideas, and I can use my
imagination."
Chi was one of the three students working on their
projects in the 3-D concepts class in the first floor of
the Art building a class that their instructor, Patti
Jauch, said had about 30 students.
Jauch said most of thc students in her class, which
meets three times a week, prefer working from home
since there is not enough space for everyone to work on
their projects or store their equipment. Jauch said she
wished the art department had enough funding to provide students more space to work comfortably instead
of sharing their room with five other classes.
Lack of space is just one of the problems her ciess
faces, Jauch said, as she often has to buy students’ materials with money from her own pockets.
Jauch said she doesn’t necessarily blame thc art
department, but she said she thinks it is just the way the
system works.
Art and design is the second largest major on campus,
second only to computer science. According to instructional planning and academic resources, art and design
had 976 students in Fall 2001.
Jauch said one of the strengths of the art departinent
was the diversity of students who study here from various artistic bacicgrounds, ranging from the graphic
design and media to interior design.
The school of art and design includes programs such
as art education, art history, design studies, graphic
design, industrial design and interior design, animation,
photography, digital media and ceramics.
Working on a 3-D model of a brain cell made with
wire, paper and covered with white tape, hlatt
Haberman, a digital media junior, said he enjoyed the
3-D class because it was a fusion of technology and
Art.
Haberman said he chose to work on a model of the
brain cell because it represents the fusion between
humans and technology, and it shows the direction
where humanity is progressing, which is increasingly
learning through technology.
He said he appreciates the liberalness of the department where students are encouraged to take the direction they want, but he said hc also wishes there wem
more resources available to students, especially computer equipment and software.
"There is not enough funding for the art department,"
Haberman said. "The school needs to do more for us.
We’re always stretching for resources."
Haberman said he enjoys being an art major because
it is something that people can be interested in and
something that is worthwhile.
"You are thinking Mr yourself and not just sitting in a
class," he said. "You are using your imagination and cre-

After the summit’s initial discussion period, students and
A.S. officers will have a chance to speak with one another
on an individual basis.
Jacicson said the input thc A.S. officers receive from students at the summit will be passed on at board meetings,
to the academic senate and to other committees.
"We can only implement the ideas we Icnow about,"
Jackson said. "We’re trying to get that feedback and get a
dialogue going."
A.S. wants to show the student body its members are sincerely interested in listening to what people have to say,
Jackson said. They are planning to hold monthly summits
for the rest of the school year.
"We’re really trying to change the image of A.S. on campus," she said.

More hurdles in
store for Visaseeking students
By Sylvia Lim
Daily Staff Writer
International students hoping to study here or reapply
for a new student visa may have to face a bigger hurdle in
immigration bureaucracy.
The U.S. Department of State has officially implemented a new global electronic data sharing system to monitor
international students coming in to the United States, in
compliance to the Patriot Act Congress passed last
October that calls for tighter border security.
According to officials in the state department, the government deployed the temporary Interim Student and
Exchange Authentication System (ISEAS) on Sept. 11,
2002 until a new tracking system, Student and Exchange
Visitor Information System (SEVIS), takes over next year.
Louis Gecenok, international student adviser at San Jose
State University’s International Program and Student
Services, said that ISEAS is a temporary way for U.S. consulates overseas to double check a foreign student’s enrollment in a U.S. institution before issuing a student visa.
"This is to verify the I -20’s that students bring to them
for F-1 visa issuance are not frauduknt. This will last until
Januar), 30, 2003, when the SEVIS system will go into
effect, he said.
Previously, in order for international students to enter the
United States for academic purposes, a university would
issue a certificate of eligibility for nonimmigrant students
or an 1-20 to enable international students to apply for an
academic student or F-1 visa from a U.S. embassy.
Since the ISEAS kick into gear, school officials will have
to electronically enter the student’s information onto a
global database so that U.S. embassies and consulates
could verify their acceptance to a particular institution, as
stated by an official rekase from the state department.
"Apparent the state depamment felt that it is necessarz
to put (IS AS) in place for three to four months,
Gccenok said.
He added that thc ISEAS system has been implemented very suddenly, And the university faced some initial
technical pmblems logging in to the ISEAS database.
’We weren’t advised about it in advance, and it has been
See VISAS, page
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ABOVE: Alison Chi, a senior majoring in digital media, works with a
shaver to shape Styrofoam into a
fruit fly for a 3 -D-concepts class.
Chi was working on a class project
called "Art of Science/Science
Fiction."
RIGHT: Erika Contreras, an undeclared junior, works on the inner
portion of her seashell sculpture
using wires and masking tape to
mold out the design. Students in
the 3D-concepts class had to take a
trip to the basement of the Science
building for project inspiration.
PHOTOS BY AYAN RALBIANA

See 3-D ART, page 7
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’Testimonial literature’ hits SJSU
By Saadia Malik
Dad), Stay. Wrzter
Latino politics and people was the theme of the night
when controversial Mexican journalist and novelist
Elena Poniatowska gave a lecture at Morris Dailey
Auditorium on Tuesday.
Poniatowska’s lecture was part of the sixth annual
Distinguished Latino Scholars Forum, presented by
Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino Americana, an
organization that supports Latino artists.
A winner of numcmus journalism awards, Poniatowska
has also received honorary doctorates from several universities and has been a distinguished visiting protestor at
Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Cornell, 11C Berkeley and
Stanford, according to her biography pnwided by MACLA.
The evening began with soulful performance of
poetry by Aya de LeOn, A spoken word artist and youth
worker trom ()akland.
"Tapping into the soul is vital," said de Leon, a writer
who his been published in books and magazines.
One of de LeOn’s poems, called "Reclaiming Hip lop," was
about how the changing face of hip- hiip music has become a
sir of social disintegration within thc community.
In thc eighties, hip -hop was all about thc revolution.
It was all about power to the people. In thc nineties, it’s
all about the Benjamins: said de 1,e6n, referring to a
slang term for money.

De Leon went on to say that there are not enough
women in hip-hop and sought to paint a picture for the
audience of what the hip-hop scene would look like if
women were at the center.
"If women ran hip -hop, the clubs would be beautiful
and smell good," she said to thc audience of approximately .300. "And there would be no shootings because
them would be onsitc mediators."
De Leon performed four poems as part of the opening
act, and she set the mne for Poniatowskis lecture when
at thc end of her last pocm, shc cautioned the audience.
"We must be very carchil of who wc let tell our storics
and who wc let control our past," de Leon said.
Poniatowska then 6-Kik the stage and began her lecture
by defining her s,tyle of writing, which she calls "testi
monial literature.
"It’s about giving A VOICC to thc people," she said. "It’s
the literature that you and I can make. Ifs the literature
that conic, trom thc streets."
Paniatowska described herself as a biogrspher for people
See JOURNALIST,

page 7

People seek autographs from author/journalist
Elena Poniatowska on copies of her literature. after
speaking at the Sixth Annual Latin Scholars Forum.
ANTHONY RFOINATO
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Lessons in humility learned
Campus prepares for on visit to Midwest town
worst in budget cuts
EDITORIAL

With looming budget cuts likely to hit California State Universities soon
after the coming gubernatorial election, students and faculty members alike
need to brace themselves for the impact that the lack of fimds is going to
have on campus.
While not yet official, the potential five percent cut could amount to a $135
million hit to the CSU system, to be absorbed by each of the campuses and
the chancellor’s office.
The director of public affairs for the California State University’s
Chancellor’s Office, Colleen Bentley-Adler, was quoted in yesterday’s Spartan
Daily as saying "Prepare for the worst," in reference to the impending budget
cuts.
Therein lies the question: Just what is San Jose State University doing to .
prepare for the potentially drastic effects that will come with missing out on
its portion of the $135 million?
This question goes beyond the various schools and
academic departments within SJSU, some of which
are already anticipating the cuts. Most importantly,
it applies to the top dogs on campus:whose hands
the decisions on how to handle these budgets cuts
will ultimately fall into.
What steps are being taken by the college deans?
What steps are being taken by the provost’s
office?
Most importantly, what is President Caret’s take?
According to Academic Senate Chairman James
Brent, his department is worlcing with Provost
Marshall Goodman on a plan.
Hopefully, the work on this plan has been an
ongoing project and not some hastily put together
deal that will create more confiision than solutions.
That doesn’t appear likely, however.
"It’s frustrating havin& to plan now for next
semester and not knowing what resources will be
available," Brent said.
The likely casualties in the event of the budget
cuts are classes and teachers on the low end of the
totem pole at SJSU.
Already, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications has cut 13 classes from its course
schedule, and the human resources department has
reported declines in faculty allocations, resulting in
cutbacks.
While these losses already affect SJSU in negative ways, the steady increase
in enrollment is bound to multiply the problem.
President Caret has already acknowledged the fact that the impending cuts,
along with all over SJSU’s other expenses, could leave the university anywhere
from S10-15 million in the hole.
At the same time, he’continues to acknowledge "enrollment is exploding,"
and the fallout could be students not being able to get classes.
It’s hard enough to find room in classes when an overwhelming number of
students are applying for the same ones, but that all of a sudden becomes a
moot point when there aren’t enough instructors to teach these nonexistent
classes in the first place.
Cutting classes and instructors is not the way to handle impending budvt
cuts, and accepting every single person who qualifies to attend SJSU won t
help matters either.
President Caret has said larger class sizes, more part-time faculty and odd
class times are some of the solutions being discussed.
He has also mentioned the possibility of pushing SJSU’s portion of the cuts
back a year, with optimism leaning toward improvements in the economy.
While not ideal, these possible solutions could be a step in the right direction.
However, it’s only one step, and if SJSU continues to accept paying students
in record numbers while it sends teachers packing, it will amount to the university talcing one step forward and two steps back.

Cutting classes
and instructors is
not the way to
handle impending
budget cuts, and
accepting every
single person who
qualifies to attend
SJSU won’t help
matters either.
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After a weekend of playing the villain, the "San Jose boy" had no chalice against the No. 5 team in the nation.
"So what happens in Columbus if we pull out a win against
is back with a new outlook on life.
Ultimately, we at San Jose State University all share a com- you guys," I asked one student at the party.
"Doesn’t matter. You can’t win."
mon background.
"Yeah, but say we do. How will you guys respond?" I asked
No matter where we’re from, who we are or what we
believe in, we’re all students in the same fight.
again.
"I can’t believe you’re even talking this way. There’s no way
And when it comes down to it, we’re all Spartans in the
you can win."
same fight.
I kept asking the question until he stomped his feet like a
The Spartan Daily and the San Jose State University
Journalism and Mass Communications Department were petulant child and stormed off.
You have to understand Buckeye fans.
gracious enough to send me to Columbus, Ohio, to cover the
Ohio State is one of the most successful prograrns in the
football game between the Spartans and No. 4 Ohio State
history of college football, so naturally
University.
Buciceye supporters expect to win.
I like to be hated.
They follow their team with a blind faith
Call me sick, but I love to see someone
rivaled only by religious fanatics.
sneer at me for no reason other than the
I’m not lcidding.
fact of who I am.
Also, their rivalry with the University of
But this past weekend was ridiculous.
Michigan has taken on United States-USSR
Before I dive into this column, let me
Cold War proportions.
thrcnv out a disclaimer to the friends I made
There were fans roaming High Street wearat Ohio State who are going to read this
ing T-shirts that read "F Michigan," and
and think I hated my experience. I loved
Ohio State doesn’t play Michigan for five
being in an actual college town, and
more weeks.
between the people and the pitchers, I’m
For the students, it’s not a question of are you
tinkering with the idea of going to graduate
CHRIS GIOVANNETTI
going to the game; it’s a question of where you
school at Ohio State.
I was depressed on the plane ride back to San Jose because are going /c, sit.
Legendary Ohio State head football coach Woody Hayes
I had to go back to my real life.
For now, I’m a Spartan.
led the Buckeyes to 13 Big Ten conference championships in
On game day, the area around Ohio Stadium swamis with 28 seasons, but his tenure ended abruptly when he punched
hundreds of thousands of scarlet and gray clad Buckeye sup- a University of Clemson player during the 1979 Gator Bawl.
When you ask a Buckeyes fan about the incident, you get
porters.
You walk down High Street to the stadium and see noth- one of two responses:
"It never happened."
ing but a sea of bodies.
"The Clemson player was talking back to him. He
We, as Spartan fans the few and the proud who had
deserved to be hit."
ventured into an unknown territory were literally in
The most surreal experience of the weekend came in the
another world.
While walking to the game, I decided to make tally marks waning minutes of the game when an associate sports inforin my notepad as to how many SJSU fans I saw on the street. mation director took some writers down to the field.
Remember the scene from "Gladiator" when Maximus and
I counted five in two hours.
But when we did run into each other, we eagerly intro- his fellow fighters enter the Coliseum in Rome for the first
duced ourselves and began talking like we were old friends. time, look at the humongous surroundings, listen to the
Seeing someone decked out in blue and gold clothing roaring crowd calling for blood and are in complete awe of
became a relief for me. I was intrigued as to where they were the situation?
That’s how I felt.
from and how they got there.
Go Spartans.
In the two days leading up to the game, I reveled in infuriating Buckeye fans.
I walked the campus on Friday wearing my block SJSU
Chris Giovannetti ts a
sweatshirt and deliberately making eye contact with everySpartan Dai6, Sports Editor
one.
’No Shame’ appears Thursdays
I attended a party on Friday night. People went out of their
way to come up and tell me how much I sucked and how we
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Giants in the World Series: an earth-shaking moment
This most amazing of baseball seasons just keeps getting
better.
The Giants are finally heading to the World Series.
The last time they made it, I was almost 13 years old, and
I was in the seventh grade.
I remember my woodshop teacher giving us the day to sit
and listen to the beginning of Game 5 of the National
League Championship Series.
As soon as class was out, I ran home to watch the rest of
the game on TV, and the Giants won their fist pennant in
27 years.
Then the World Series began.
The Giants dropped the first two games in Oaldand.
Then it was time for Game Three at Candlestick, back in
the days before it became 3-Com.
That was 13 years ago today when I had one of the scariest moments of my life.
At 5:04 p.m. I was delivering my newspapers as I did
every day.
I was racing through my route so I could get home in time
for the game.
But the game never came.
I was running up the stairs of an apartment building in
San Carlos when the vultures that roosted in the trees started going crazy.
I had no idea what was going on, even whcn the whole
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building began swaying.
In the meantime 62 people had died, hundreds more were
It was then that I looked up and saw a wall of water com- injured and San Francisco looked likc a war zone.
ing my way as the pool on the second floor sloshed back
I saw the images on TV but didn’t really understand that
and forth.
this was happening in my back yard.
I was terrified.
in the days preceding the earthquake, we had all Seen the
Having lived in California for my
images of the destruction Hurricane Andrew
entire life, I had never experienced an
rained on South Carolina.
earthquake the magnitude of that one.
My dad, an engineer for thc Navy, had just
I spent the moments after the quake
come back from South Carolina after surveywandering around that apartment building the damage.
ing talking to my confused and scared
It was always that these things happen elsecustomers. As it tums out, I was one of
where and not hcrc at home, so I had a hard
only a few native Californians there who
time comprehending that there was a world of
had ever experienced an earthquake
destruction out there, and it wasn’t in the
before.
Midwest from some tornado, or the South
At 13, we really don’t understand what
from some hurricane, but it was thc one thing
is going on in our world. The first thing
that scares people out of moving to California.
my friends and I thought was "Will wc
I remember the next day riding my bike
MIKE CORPOS
get tomorrow off of school?
around town seeing the broken chimneys and
As I was leaving the building to finish delivering my watching merchants sweep up glass and replace broken
paper, my mom and my brothers drove up.
lights.
My youngest brother was in hysterics. Apparently the first
My friends and I hoped secretly that our school would be
thing he said after it was over was "Where’s Mike?"
damaged, and we would get another day off. A selfish
He was worried that I was stuck somewhere, maybe even thought from clueless pre -teens.
hurt.
In the days after, wc wcrc glued to the TV as the stories
Aside from being a bit scared, I was OK.
of heroes emerged.
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There was the guy who was trapped in the collapsed section of Interstate 880 for nearly a week.
There were the people in the Marina district in San
Francisco rushing to help put out house fires and to keep
off-balance houses from collapsing.
Thc magnitude of the quake changed several times, ranging from 6.9 to 7.2, with the final verdict putting it at a 7.1.
It was one of the strongest earthquakes in California since
the 1906 earthquake.
Wc finally got to see the TV footage from Candlestick
with the players getting ready for the game, when the sta
dium started to move.
The World Series was postponed indefinitely; many pen
ple in the Bay Area called for it to be canceled entirely.
After 10 days and countless inspections of both the
Oakland Coliseum and Candlestick Park, the Series
resumed.
Sadly, the Giants rolled over and died, and Oaldand won
it in four straight games.
With any luck there will be no such disaster, either base
ball or natural during this World Series.
Mike Corpus n t
Spartan Dail5, Opinion Editor
’Digital Boy’ appean Thursdays
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Submissions may he placed in the Letters to the Editor Ix* at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent byfax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYPojinr.sina.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University. (hie Waahington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan
I /ally editors, not the staff
Published opinions anti advertisements do not n
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the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
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SJ_SU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.

Orientation Leader Recruitment
,. We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes, and much more.
, Applications are now available in
’ the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Nov. 1. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.

Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re loolcing for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes, and much more.
Applications are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Nov. 1. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries
and art exhibitions through
Friday. The exhibition will run
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.

sjspirit.org
Go take a hike from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Call for location and car pool
information. For more information contact Chaplain Roger at
605-1687.

Career Center
The Career Center will be taking drop-in appointments from
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
Career Center, Building F. For
’ more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 924! 6031.
’ Counseling Services
Overcoming the Doormat
Syndrome. From 2.p.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Administration building, Room 201. For more information contact Susan VerHaien at
924-5910.

,r

, Counseling Services
SJSU Counseling Services is
having a general process group
meeting from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Administration building,
Room 201. For more information
contact Kell Fujimoto at 9245910.
SBU Costume Shop
There will lie a Halloween costume sale from 1 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. in HGH 101. for more
information contact Pat Harvey at
924-4533.
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SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.

SJSU Costume Shop
There will be a Halloween costume sale from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in HGH 101. for more information contact Pat Harvey at 9244533.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries
and art exhibitions. The exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building
Room 221. For more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.

Chicano Commencement
Committee
Join us in the continuous process
of planning our 2003 commencement. Become a part of the tradition. Meeting begins at 6:15 p.m.
location to be announced. For
more information contact Natalia
or Adrian at commencement_03@yahoo.com.
Counseling Services
Getting Aking: Communication
in relationships from 1 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 201. For more
information contact Stephanie
Burns at 924-5910.
Associated Students
Associated Students will be registering voters all week for the
next two weeks on the Paseo dc
Cesar Chavez. For more infOrmation contact Rachel Greathouse at
205-7260.

SJSU Artist Guild
2002 glass pumpkin sale from
9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student
Union and the Art building.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU ’CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister N1arcia at 9381610.

Library Multicultural Resource
Center
The Library Multicultural
Resource Center will be showing
"The Joy Luck Club" from noon
to 1:30 p.m. in Module A, Room
118. For more information contact
Jeff Paul at 924-2707 or 9242815.

TUESDAY

Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes, and much more.
Applications are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Nov. 1. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsolOemail.sjsu.edu.

The Listening Hour Concert
Series
Vocal Recital: Vocal studio of
Prof Joseph Frank singing
Brahms Lieder from 12:30 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information contact Joan Stubbe at 9244631.

SJSU Faculty Ad Hoc Committee
The SJSU Faculty Ad Hoc
Committec is having a Teach-In
on the possibility of war with Iraq
from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. and from 6
-" p.m. to p.m. in Morris Dailey
, Auditorium. For more information contact W. Briggs at 9242386.

Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re loolcing for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic
credit, priority registration for
classes, and much more.
Applications are now available in
the Student Life Center in the
Old Cafeteria building. Deadline
is Nov. 1. For more information
call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@email.sjsu.edu.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Nurses Christian Fellowship is
having a meeting about seelung
identity at 11:30 a.m. in the
Montalvo room in the Student
Union. For more information contact Diane Stegmeir at 248-2997.
Counseling Services
Counseling services is having a
women student process group
from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Administratiorr building, Room
201. For more iptinmation contact
Ellen Lin or Amanda Fargo at
924-5910.

SUNDAY

MONDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU "CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more infinmation
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.

Associated Students
Associated Students will be registering voters all week fin the
next two weeks on the Paseo de
Cesar Chavez. For more information contact Rachel Greathouse at
205-7260.

get

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
ABSK is having a Bible snidy at
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room in
the Student Union. For more
information contact Bryan at 2557701

San Jose State
University has a
"New" Kind
of Campus Living!
1 niversits Housing Services has
nted a number of apartments at
lw Fsplanade for San low State
,vserslts students of ionic*. senior
arid graduate status.
limited space is still available.
Nese are brand -nevi. modern
apartments v)111) washers and
sers in each unit. walk in t lusets.
full kit( hens linclelishwashers)
aid access to two pools Shuttle
service to campus provided.
’a) iv a new war to live "on" campus.

To take advantage of this
New Living Opportunity,
please eall
408-9246160
Or visit us manse at
hop thoustng sisu eduiudades.stm
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Valley Fine
Nails
. Superior Quality

Costa Rica $849
Amsterdam $692
Paris.
$584

4e1 silk Acrylk
Mani( ures Pedicures
Airbrush Nail Oesign
We Use Real Gel Not Powder
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290 South 7th St
Event Center, Room 1014
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10% Discount
or One Free Gift
(please bring coupon)
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(408) 924.’7721
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OPINION PAGE 3
Letters I
Response to MSA letter and Taxpayers
covering football game

THE SPARTAN DAILY

Dear Editor,
Last Wednesday, October 9th, the
Spartan Daily published an opinion
letter written by Bala
Arunagirinathan, in which the
author claims that the Muslim
Students Association held an event
that teaches Hinduism. First, I
want to thank everyone who
attendcd including the author of
the letter. Second, I want to express
my deep sadness that a graduate
student at San Jose State uses
wrong tactics and misleading information to try to fuel hatred towards
MSA just because he didn’t like a
speaker. At the event, Mr.
Arunagirinathan had the opportunity to voice his opinion in opposition to our speaker Dr. Abdullah.
He was also allowed to meet face to
face with the speaker and express to
him his opinion personally. The fact
that Dr. Abdullah criticized a political party does not imply that he is
criticizing a religion or even speaking about that religion. I think that
we can all agree that criticizing the
Republican Party is not criticizing
Christianitv. The MSA has participated in a Int of interfaith prayers
and Teach-Ins in which the MSA
represented Islam and invited other
religious organizations to represent
their religions, and if you have been
reading the Spartan Daily you
should know that.
In addition to that, I want to point
out that there was a speaker who
spoke for over half an hour about
Kashmir, and Mr. Arunagirinathan
should luiow that, since he was
present.
The Muslim Students Association
is an organization dedicated
towards educating the campus community about Islam, its culture and
beliefs. And our long history and
resume speaks for itself.
Finally, I want to invite everyone,
including Mr. Arunagirinathan, to
attend our future events. I think
that there is a lot that we can learn
from each other.

Dear Daily
I’m beginning an article: Watching the U.S. government in action is like
unto the cigarette commercial, "you’ve come a long way, baby." The tobacco
industry, in its heyday, probably was a major portion of the government. All
things must end.
The drift of government is obvious in the sports theatre. The U.S. Postal
Service is "hosting" (get the word "hosting") a major collegiate event, football I think, on TV. The Postal Service is a government function funded by
taxpayers. Ergo, the taxpayer is becoming the end funder of the media blitz,
which, as Hitler said, will weld America into a solid block of iron. The minister of Propaganda is alive and well and funded by the taxpayer.
Best Regards,
I Martin Nysted
alumnus
mathematics

Indian Cuisine
Student and Staff specials:
Every Saturday Luncheon Buffet
All you can eat buffet 56.95,
over 20 items to choose from
11-3 Tea & Coffee included

-No other discounts are applicable to the price

Regular Lunch Buffet $895
7 Days a week ! 11:00am-2:30pm

New Sunday Dinner Buffet $1095

Every Sunday Night! 5:00pm- 9 DOpm

***1/2-San Jose Mercury News
Dinner Mon Sat 5pm-10pm, Sunday 5pm- 9pm

*Ala Carte Regular Menu Available
During Business Hours

Sincerely,
Mohammad Naaman
President of the Muslim Students
Association

*Private Catering On or Off Premises
Master Vita. C,

ePIed

167 West San Fernando Street Downtown San Jose

408-971-2200
Visit www.shalimarindiancuisine.com

STUDENT UNION

MODERNIZATION &
EXPANSION
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Adam Sandler grows up in
unique ’Punch-Drunk Love’
peels off Freaked out, Barry runs back
into the building.
Barry is, essentially, a compilation of
"Punch-Drunk Love" sounds like a patented Sandlerisms. He is henpecked by a suffocating family (seven
deliberately perverse combination.
Paul Thomas Anderson, the ambi- nagging sisters here), prone to pratfalls
tious, brilliant young auteur of and to sudden bursts of windowsmashing anger.
He is also, unmistakably, a Paul
Thomas Anderson character: lonely,
bewildered, fumbling to figure out his
feelings. The world around him scares
him because it seems out-of-control,
"Boogie Nights" and "Magnolia," with everything spinning and nothing
directing a movie with Adam Sandler, connecting.
Then Lena (Emily Watson), a shy,
Hollywood’s reigning sultan of asinine
dorlciness? Even Anderson’s most lovely woman, enters Barry’s
ardent fans did double takes when repressed-neurotic nerd universe, and
their tense, tentative romance does
they first heard of it.
The movie is finally here, and even something to him. Suddenly, everynow it is difficult to pigeonhole. It is a thing in the world makes sense.
He finds enough confidence to go
romantic comedy made with an avantgarde sensibility, a surreal visual poem through with a scheme to save a lifeas well as the ultimate Adam Sandler time supply of frequent-flier miles by
using a loophole in a Healthy Choice
movie.
More than anything, "Punch-Drunk pudding promotion. He plans to fly
away with Lena, but complications
Love" is altogether enchanting.
The opening is beautifill: Barry arise from a phone sex extortion scam
Egan (Sandler), owner of a Los (run by Anderson regular Philip
Angeles warehouse specializing in Seymour Hoffman).
Sandler fans expecting the usual
novelty toilet plungers, sits in his
squalid office, wearing the same ugly kind of knocicabout, elf-voiced antics
blue suit that he will wear throughout will probably leave the theater a bit
puzzled.
the rest of the movie.
Anderson seems to be toying with
He wanders outside to stare at the
early moming sky. Everything is quiet. the audience’s expectations of seeing
Then, in the blink of an eye, a car Sandler being funny, and one of the
slcids and explodes in the street. slyest moments of the film comes durSeconds later, a van stops, drops a ing Barry’s first date with Lena, when
busted harmonium in front of him and he sweats to amuse her and, inevitably,
By Fernando F. Croce
Senior A&E Writer

REVIEW

muffles the joke.
The humor here, though plentiful, is
the kind that arises from staring deadpan at sudden dabs of absurdism. It
comes from the rhythmic repetition of
little gags, like melody motifs in a
song. It comes, above all, from
Anderson’s filmmaking.
Anderson, more than almost any
other young director, understands the
musicality of film. His films flow, and
the images come in sweeping waves.
Will audiences looking for a lowbrow
comedy appreciate (or even notice) the
variety of the framing, or the delicacy
of the colors, or the bravura of the
camera movement?
That’s not to say that he is just a
clever formalist. For all his virtuosity,
Anderson remains one of the most
warm-blooded directors. Unlike filmmakers like Todd Solondz or Neil
LaBute, who make a fetish out of their
contempt for the souls inhabiting their
movies, Anderson loves his characters.
The powerful emotional effect that
his films have arises from his
unabashed closeness to them, and
from the bond that the audience subsequently develops with these people.
One feels privileged, for instance, to
share the feeling,s between Barry and
Lena during their brief Hawaiian
interlude.
Sandler responds to this new environment with a touching, unexpectedly beguiling performance. He and
Watson develop a delicate romantic
yearning, almost like characters from
an old Frank Borzage movie. Like

PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE C INFMA/REVOLUTION

those, these two seem able to create
their own light when together.
There is one sequence midway
through the movie that would seem
impossible today. Barry and Lena walk
down the corridor of their Hawaiian
hotel lobby and slowly try to hold each
other’s hands. Anderson closes it with
a silent movie-style iris.
The belief in crystallized romance
expressed in that single shot takes the
breath away and is, in these days, infinitely more daring than all the fashionable "darkness" of the David

Former Lucasfilm employee accused
of stealing ’Star Wars’ collectibles
SAN RAFAEL (AP) A former
Lucasfilm employee faces 13 felony
counts of theft for allegedly stealing
sound effects recordings, images,
video fdes and the musical score to the
movie "Star Wars: Episode II
Attack of the Clones."
Shea O’Brien Foley, 30, was arrested
Oct. 8 in Burbank, where he worked
at the facilities department of NBC
studios, according to a report in the
Marin Independent JOUTnal.
He is accused of taking the "Star
Wirs" items while employed as a pro-

duction assistant at George Lucas’
company, Marin County Deputy
District Attorney Paul Haakenson said.
Foley was released from Los Angeles
County jail after posting S200,000
bail, Haakenson added. He faces four
counts of unlawful access to a computer system and nine counts of grand
theft, and could face up to seven years
and four months in prison if convicted.
Lucasfihn began investigating after a
bootlegged copy of "Episode II" was
reviewed on the movie Web site Aint-

It-Cool-News.com in March, about
two months before the movie’s May
16 theatrical release.
Foley was fired from Lucasfilm last
spring after company investigators
discovered he had downloaded computer files from the film production to
his laptop computer, and removed
concept drawings and other collectibles. He could not immediately be
located for comment Wednesday.
Lynne Hide, -spokeswoman for
Lucasfilm, said the company had no
official comment.

Fincher school of nihilism.
For years now, Anderson fans have
been asking: How can he top the overwhelming "Magnolia?" The truth is,
he hasn’t. Like Qpentin Tarantino
with "Jackie Brown," he has deliberately followed an epic with a chamber
piece, with the scope and intensity
toned down but its beauties amplified.
Where "Magnolia" flooded the emotions, "Punch-Drunk Love" ticldes
them. In its elegant and deeply satisfynothing out
ing loveliness, there
there quite like it.

These Services Available:
Auto Repair
Oil Change
Jumpstarts
Tires & Repairs

Masks
Wigs
Hats
Theatrical Makeup
Magic
Adult Novelties
Gag Jokes
Infants to Adults
Sizes XS - XXL

*Carry all major brands of tire,
*Accept all major credit carck
"’Onb for staff/students of SJSU iv/ proper I.D.

BUD’S BRAKE & WHEEL SERVICE

842 W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Phone (408) 616-0016
Fox (408) 616-0017

145 KeyesSt..- (408) 286-9985
(located between 3rd & 5th St.
Open num - fri, 8:00am - 6:00pm

L KNOW’ YOU COULDN’T
W \IT TO OPEN IT.
IIT
IIELP YOU PROTECT IT.
WHERE 101’ 1.1VI.

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling what
you’ll work on.
(Seriously, we can’t tell you.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead
of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new
engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new
and sometimes classified developments. Youll begin leading
and managing within this highly respected group from day
one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Force today. To request more information, call

sTuoiOS

Emily Watson stars as Lena Leonard, and Adam Sandler stars as Barry Egan in"Punch-Drunk Love."
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Your landlord’s insurance covers lite apartment, but not your stull inside
So see me about State Farm* renters insurance today. and prow( your
valuables for about the cost of a DVD movie a month.

1 -800 -423 -USAF or log on to airforce.com.

Contact your local Bay Area State Farm
or visit statefarm.coe today.

argent.
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EIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR
U.S. AIR FORCE
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Asian American
jazz brings cultural
experience to SJ
this weekend
By Bryn Graziano
Daily Staif Writer
The Asian American Jazz and Spoken
Word Showcase will be the first show of its
kind in the South Bay when it opens at San
Jose’s Montgomery Theater on Friday,
according to the event’s eXCCUtiVC director.
’The show will be one part of a four-week
:performing arts series that will feature the
:artistic works of national and local Asian
:American performers.
: Asian American jazz groups will play in the
:Style of Latin jazz, and groups share an art
:form called spoken word.
"Spoken word is like rhythmic poetry,"
:Christine Padilla said. "It’s actually a cross
:between poetry and hip-hop, with some of it
:set to music."
One of the performing groups is Isang
mahal, from the Seattle area, whose name
means "one love" in a Filipino dialect called
Tagalog. The group will weave the oral tradition of storytelling into its spoken word performance, Padilla said.
She said Robbie Kwock and the Melecio
Magdaluyo Sextet are among the list of musical performers and are veterans to the jazz
scene.
"They have played with Pete Escovedo and
Tito Puente, among others," Padilla said.
A special guest performance will be made
by Marc Pinate, a poet, playwright, actor,
activist and local spoken word artist.
For about the past 20 years, she said the
national show has made the circuit between
Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco,
and the show’s presenters hope to add the
South Bay performance to the scries in the
future.
"We hope to make our San Jose visit an
annual event," Padilla said.
The Contemporary Asian Theater Scene,
based in San Jose and Irnown as CATS, has
presented the show out of the area since
1995. The nonprofit arts organization said it
is dedicated to offering a culturally stimulating mixture of sights, sounds, music and
pe. try, and it has also presented the Asian
Film Festival.
"We are very enthusiastic about being able
to support these artists by giving them this
exposure," Padilla said.
Asian American Jazz 2002 will be presented at the Montgomery Theater at Market
and San Carlos streets on Oct. 18 at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices are S18, S15 and S12. For ticket sale information, call (408) 298-2287 or
visit infoOasiantheater.org. For general event
information, visit wwwasiantheater.org.
"
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Anderson discusses ’Punch -Drunk’ concept
Fernando Valley, was inspired by An article 111
"Time" magazine about David Phillips, a
University of Califomia civil engineer who
stumbled upon a lucrative frequent-flyer promotion. By purchasing S3000 worth of cups of
Healthy Choice pudding, he accumulated 1.25
million air miles.
The article so fascinated Anderson that he
By Femando F. Croce
tracked down Phillips for a meeting, and used
Senior A&E Writer
him as the basis of Sandler’s character in
"Punch-Drunk Love," and the incident as the
After four feature films, Paul Thomas jumping-off point for a meditation on
Anderson has emerged as one of the most dis- Anderson’s themes of loneliness and salvation
tinctive and dynamic young filmmakers to come through love.
out of the past decade. With the critically herBut how did Phillips (whose mind, Anderson
alded trio of "Hard Eight" (1996), "Boogie said, "works like a spreadsheet") morph into
Nights" (1997) and "Magnolia" (1999), he joined Sandler’s tantrum-throwing Barry Egan?
Tarantino, Linldater and Haynes as one of the
"I’ve always loved it when he gets mad and
brightest new talents of the 1990s.
goes crazy in his movies," he said. "If you’re
For his fourth film, "Punch-Drunk Love," the going to get hirn, you’ve got to have him scream
32-year-old director has decided to forgo the and go nuts. (Otherwise) it would feel like buysweeping sprawl of his previous two movies for ing a great jeep and not driving it in the mounthe more intimate canvas of "Hard Eight." It is a tains, you know? ... I like Adam Sandler because
romantic comedy between two people, one of I trust him as an actor. He was my first and only
whom just happens to be Adam Sancller.
choice for the rok. He’s sort of a mystery to me.
Conversation with Anderson is stimulating, I just like watching him."
cheerfully profane and very funny, fueled by the
For further inspiration, Anderson looked at a
kind of bravado that comes with unruly talent. wide variety of films, including those of legListening to him, one gets the comfortable feel- endary French comic Jacques Tati ("Mr. Hulot’s
ing that an art-house flick starring America’s Holiday," "Playtime").
Clown Prince is not a contradiction, but an
"I so love him," Anderson said. "Really, his
opportunity.
technique is like, ’complicated simplicity.’
"It’s nice to always think about the audience," Compktely long shots, simple frames but so
Anderson said. "That’s not to say you should much shit going on inside of them. Complete
cater to them, but you always got to be aware of choreography and a great control over all that
things like, ’How is this going to go down?’ To stuff, but also still feeling fresh and funny arid
get an emotional response from them, you accidental."
lcnow?"
The camera movement in Anderson’s films has
The story, set in Anderson’s beloved San become almost legendary among young movie

Magnolia’ director gives
a surrealist twist to the
romance genre

"Magnolia," l’unat-Ltrunk LUNT 101-LINCb on
only two characters, a decision Anderson said he
made as an alternative to the demanding logistics of his previous movie.
"I think I have become kind of fed up with it
because when I was doing ’Magnolia,’ I thoupt,
’there has to be a different way to do this,’ he
said. "Taking in consideration the budget and
the scheduling of the movie, it can happen if you
have a smaller crew... You can really see what
each person is doing, and you can strengthen
each of them and consolidate each contribution."
A meeting with one of his heroes WaS instrumental in making this decision.
"I got to meet Stanley Kubrick and go on his
set, and he got to shoot for such a long time
because he worked with a small crew," he said.
"That was something I tried to figure how to
make it work for me.
"And I can’t tell you how beneficial it was for
me because could show up some days and wait
for the sunlight to do a certain thing, and it was
okay because it wasn’t wasteful. You could really
fall on your face with an idea, and you’d be
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMA
okay."
"Punch-Dnink Love" is possibly the single
Director Paul Thomas Anderson’s films
most romantic movie of the year. In its total Lick
include "Boogie Nights," Magnolia" and
of cynicism, it stands out from other confections
the recent "Punch-Drunk Love"
churned out by Hollywood.
buffs, and to that "Punch-Drunk Love" now
"Well, you know, the only thing to prepare you
adds a unique approach to color. Not surprising- to it are the romantic comedies out there, and
ly, he also drew inspiration from old musicals.
it’s a bit nasty for the genre right now," he said.
"I’ve always been crazy... for the Fred Astaire- "It’s kind of like, it’s either Julia (Roberts) or
said.
"Mark
Ginger Rogers musicals," he
nothing, you know? Not to badmouth her at all,
Sandrich directed ’Carefree’ and ’The Gay but it’s this peculiar thing, they don’t make me
for
love
particular
had
a
I
always
Divorcee,’ and
feel particularly romantic. They could use a litthem."
tle help."
As opposed to the twenty-odd characters in
"Punch -Drunk Love" opens Oct. 18th.

Sniper attack delays release of thriller ’Phone Booth’
LOS ANGELES (AP) With a deadly
sniper terrorizing the suburbs of the nations
capital, 20th Century Fox has decided to delay
the release of a thriller about people being
pinned down in a phone booth by a gunman
they can’t see.
"Phone Booth," starring Kiefer Sutherland as
the shooter, was to open Nov. 15.
But the studio postponed its release after a
sniper killed nine people in suburban
Washington, D.C., said Flo Grace, a 20th
Century Fox spokeswoman. A new opening date
has not been set.
Screenwriter Larry Cohen, who wrote "Phone
Booth" three years ago, has said he wouldn’t
mind if the studio held back the film, in which
the shooter lures victims inside a phone booth,
then threatens to kili them if they hang up.
Another movie with a similar theme,
"Interview with the Assassin," will open as
scheduled Nov. 15 in New York and Los
Angeles, said Eamonn Bowles, president of
Magnolia Pictures, which is distributing the
film.
The movie, about an or-Marine who claims he

San Jose Stale

shut President Kennedy, opens m more eines news events.
His Anthony Hopkins-Chris Rock comedy
Nov. 22 the 39th anniversary of the assassi"Bad Company," about U.S. agents trying to disnation.
"We’re monitoring the situation, but right arm terronsts in Manhattan, was supposed to
now we plan to go ahead with the release," debut last December. After the Sept. 11 terrorist
Bowles said Wednesday. "Basically we’re playing attacks, "Bad Company" was put off until June,
it by ear, seeing what the mood of the country is when the $70 million adventure collected only
about $30 million at the domestic box office.
like."
Schumacher’s agent directed calls for comment
"Phone Booth" was a relatively low-cost film
for Fox, with a budget of about S12 million. back to Fox.
Colin Farrell, who costarred as an investiga
parg212121212.12.121-2,12121C?_2;7121,..i?fairf212.21212’7.212/2.2P.12.7-Marle212.12.T.,.. r. s_ 21.L ri?.$ 0_. 2,.....-: - r
tor in this summer’s
"Minority Report,"
stars in "Phone Booth"
FOOD TO GO
as a man targeted for
(.0
h
Box
Mandarin Szerhuan Cuisine
attack by a shooter who
Catering Available
Lunch and Dinner
punish
wants to
We deliver to "Esplanade"
Open Daily - (limed Sunda)
strangers for their misdeeds.
We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS
This is director Joel
Schumacher’s second
131 E. Jackson Street
consecutive film to be
6 Blocks Mirth of Santa Clara
delayed because of
Behveen3ed and 4th Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
troubling simiLirity

Chinese Cuisine
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OandAcafe - Info to Go
.ot a question? Get an
.inswer at the QandAcafe
the SISU Library’s new
24x7 online reference
wnice. Go to the SISU

Library home page
littp://library.sjsu.edu)
and click on the
QandAcafe link. No
pedal software required.
See you at the
QandAcafe!
SJSU Libraries
http://library.sisu.edu
408-924-2700

In a world of shady characters and dirty deals,
this is just business as usual.

$35 a month, talk all you want
You don’t pay for rent by the hour. VVhy should you pay for wireless by the minute? With
MetroPCS you pay a flat monthly rate, and you can talk all you want. That’s all your
wireless calls, all over the Bay Area. For just $35 a month. How could you not switch?

.1.

You can use your phone 24/7 for one flat rate all over the Bay Area.
Talk whenever you want for as long as you want.

’"’s,i.11 ,tie,,.,-

Samuel L. Jackson Robert Carlyle

metroPC6

Permission to speak freely.’

www.metropcs.com

,.;...:,,77!f,a41%-:::.

eigoittylit.

888.8metro8

MetroPCS SWIM

San Francisco
1698 Bryant St
(415) 252-2880

Redwood City
DubNn
7172 Arnador Plaza Road 1015 E. 9 Carrrno Real
Sate B-6
(925)551-7111
(650) 298-0404

Los Altos
4700 El Camino Real
(650) 949-9150

Also available at over 150 authorized dealer locations Including:
Santa Clara
San Jose
* MotAlonlax Uommunication 408-246-7202
* CAlfree One 408-246-0040
* The Cell Gallery 408-244-5239
* Mforce 877 84 metro
* Signals Wireless 408-727-7060
* Cellulares Sol 408-937-6550
* Intouch Systems 408-248-8066
* FuturePaging & Cellular 408-238-8E333
* Cellular Connection 408-556-0900
* Mobilemax Communication 408-238-2668
* Cellfree One 408-260-1111
*Wireless World 408-241-4300
* Crtilink VVireless 408-238-3800
Campbell
* Globial Air Comm. 408-2(38-9199
* CAlfree One 408-379-0120
of San Jose 408-288-8500
* Star
* IPK 408 370-6891
* RadioActive/BayArea Wireless 408-295-1111
* Payrnent Centei
Ilt www.metropcs.com.
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,Body Shots’ animates college expenence
By MehodA

STUDEN MOD

HOTS

a sarcastic look at the best 4,6 years of your life

by Steve Hofstetter

Da 1 ij

1 i

0’. 0

Ah, college. Those fantastic years
of classes, drinking, roommates,
drinking, parties, drinking, dorm
food, friends, and finally, drinking.
In "Student Body Shots: A sarcastic

BOOK REVIEW

tevil afreeeviri,em ccale C.4/5’
PHOTO COURTESY OF TRAFFORD PUBLISHING COMPANY

look at the best 4-6 years of your
life," author Steve Hofstetter takes
the reader into the world of a typical
college student.
Well, the typical college student
who has no job, lives on campus and
has his or her expenses paid by mom
and dad.
The college life that Holstetter
outlines is not one that the majority
of commuter SJSU students can
relate to.
But that doesn’t really matter. It’s
still funny.
In a style reminiscent of syndicated
humor columnist Dave Barry,
Hofstetter tacldes each and every
aspect of college life with a sardonic
and amusing twist.
The book breaks down every subject imaginable, devoting one or two
pages each to the humorous disscc-

tion of a particular collegiate experi- three different exams and call them
all midterms," he writes. "Don’t they
ence.
In a sporadic and almost disjointed understand what the ’mid* refers to?"
style, he throws
Touching
random quips at
on over 80
the reader to get
subjects,
In (Hofstetter’s) view,
the laughs.
Hofstetter
Even if the
brings collecollege
is
really
less
about
reader
hasn’t
giate exisexperienced the
tence to the
classes and more about
"college life" as
reader
in
the experiences around it
Hofstetter outvivid style. In
his view, collines it, there are
namely sex, partying
parts that everylege is really
less
about
one can identify
and drinking.
classes and
with.
Here are some
more about
of his observathe experitions:
ences around it namely sex, partyOn email: "It’d be great if you got ing and drinking.
other things with the same excitement that AOL gives you when you
get mail. Like STD results.
’Welcome! You’ve got crabs!’"
About parties, Hofstetter writes:
"People think that if they drink a lot
at a party, they’ll be cool, which is
not always true.
Come On In &
If vou drink a lot and can hold it,
that’s cool. If you drink just enough
Try Something
to pass out in your own puke, well,
Healthy
not as cool."
The author also gives his incredu& Fresh... ’4"*.11
lous take on the definition of
at Our New 0.)
d te rm.
"I hate it when professors have
Location!

Authentic Mexican Food

NBC’s established hits are off to sluggish start
NEW YORK (AP) If "The West
Wing" were the real White House,
glum -faced presidential operatives
would be obsessing over worrisome
poll numbers.
The Emmy-winning political
drama’s decline in popularity is the
most puzzling and dramatic example
among a handful of established NBC
programs that have suffered sluggish
starts this television season.
"The West Wing" ratings :are down
23 percent compared to the first three
episodes last year, according to
Nielsen Media Research. "ER" is
down 15 percent. After a fast start
with Niles and Daphne’s wedding,
"Frasier" has sunk. "Providence" is off
19 percent.
"A network always needs to be concerned about the health of their
returning series, simply because they
are the pillars of their schedule," said
Stacey Lynn Koerner, a television analyst for Initiative Media. "It’s a lot easier to replace a new show that is not
living op to expectations."
ABC is still trying to recover from a
ratings free fall after established hits
like "Thc Drew Carey Show" and
"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire"
swiftly lost favor last fall.
No one suggests such a dire forecast
for NBC. since it’s a solid No. 2 to
c
in,
And No. 1 in

the 18-to-49-year-old age demographic it is most concerned about.
But the numbers have been noticed.
"Everyone is trying to write the
’NBC cracks’ story, but we’re in a different universe. We’re happy," said
NBC Entertainment President Jeff
Zucker on Wednesday. "There’s no
question that ’The West Wing’ is off
to a slow start and ’Frasier’ is down.
Beyond that, we’re thrilled."
NBC is particularly pleased with its
performance on Sunday nights with
the new "American Dreams" and on
Monday nights with "Fear Factor," he
said. And Zucker noted that "ER,"
which was seen by 24.7 million viewers last week, has been able to stay
among TV’s top shows des ite cast
defections,
including
nthony
Edwards at the end of last season.
"’ER’ is probably our biggest succcss
story of the season," he said.
Even though "The West Wing" hit
Nielsen’s top 10 last week, "The
Bachelor" won among viewers age 18
ce.A9.
’"It’s the beginning of a bad period,"
Berman said, "because these shows
aren’t going to do any better for
them."
Other experts cautioned against
drawing too many conclusions on the
basis of three weeks of ratings, especially when , .mparing them to last

year’s unusual, post-Scpt. 11 viewing
habits.
"I think you have to wait a few weeks

It’s all amusing, but alter while,
his style wears thin and becomes predictable. Sarcastic humor only goes
so Ian
The author began his writing
career with a weeldy humor column,
at
Humor,"
"Observational
Columbia’s newspaper, the Columbia
Daily Spectator.
This book takes much of its material from his previous columns and
caps it off with a retrospective touch,
now that he is a college graduate.
The book reads like compilation of
columns, and the columns are a compilation of observations with a unifying theme.
it
It’s like is bottle of tequila
shouldn’t be downed all at once, but
shot by shot.

to see what’s really happening: said
Steve Sternberg, an analyst for Magna
Global USA.

*Tortas
* Juices
0 * Breakfast

TOrtC0

505 E. San Carlos St. (408) 971-2568
(Corner of 11 St. Close to San Jose State)

wien you can gear up for
signincl tip, that’s mLife

Ryder’s drug charge dismissed
BEV ERLN 111LLS (A1’) A judge
dismissed a drug charge Wednesday
against actress Winona Ryder and
rescheduled her trial tbr Oct. 24 on
three remaining felony counts from her
shoplifting arrest.
Superior Court Judge Elden Fox
ruled in favor of a prosecution motion
to dismiss the charge that Ryder was
illegally carrying painkillers when she
was arrested last Dec. 12 outside a Saks
Fifth Avenue store in Beverly Hills.
"It’s unfortunate it’s takeri them 10
months to do this," said Mark Geragos,
Ryder’s attorney. "1 applaud them."
Geragos said prosecutors had evidence almost immediately after Ryder’s
arrest that she had a prescription for the
two pills, a generic form of the
painkiller Percocet
Deputy District Attorney Ann
Rundle said after thc hearing that the
charge was dropped after defense
lawyers provided a sworn declaration
t’rom Ryder’s doctor that he’d given her
the Oxycodone pills without a prescription.
"The responsibility for providing thc
drug would he the doctors," said Sandi

Gibbons, a spokeswoman tor the Los
Angeles County District Attorney’s
Office. "Therefore, the criminal responsibility is not (Ryder’s)."
Gibbons said there was an ongoing
investigation into how the actress
obtained the pills, but declined further
comment.
Ryder, accused of shoplifting $6,000
worth of merchandise, will stand trial
on the remaining charges of felony
grand theft, burglary and vandalism.
She faces up to three years in prison if
convicted.
The 30-year-old star of such films as
"Girl, Interrupted" and "Heathers"
smiled at court employees and seemed
upbeat as she chatted with the bailiff
before the hearing, but she didn’t speak
during the proceedings and offered no
comment while leaving thc courtroom.
BUY 1 GET 1
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Buy a phone and a qualified AT&TWireless Calling Plan for $39.99 or more a month and
get Unlimited Night &Weekend minutes for life*, 400 Anytime Minutes, and your choice of
free gear. From fresh styles to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Levi’s jeans, DVDs,
Loews movie passes, CD players and more just for signing up! Check out all the stuff at
attwireless.com/gear.
Ntnh! and Weekend minutes available with a two-year contract for as long as you remain on the same plan
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Despite rumors of demise, 3-D ART I Paint, clay, VISAS I, Patriot act
Dell dude Steven staying put Styrqfoam used
in art
levies more visa restrictions
in computer commercials
continuedfrom page 1
"...(Artists) see something
continuedfrom page 1
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) - Dude,
you can relax.
Despite the rumors, Dell Computer
pitchman "Steven" - "Dude, yer
gettin a Dell!" - is going to be
around for more Dell commercials,
says the actor’s agent.
’Dell loves him and he loves
Dell," Bonnie Schumofsky, agent
for 21 -year-old actor Benjamin
Curtis, said Wednesday. "The
rumors that he was given a pink
slip are untrue."
She said "a vet?, high authority"
assured her Curtis job was safe.
Speculation about Steven’s
future started when the company,
:based in Round Rock, began air:ing commercials featuring other
:young actors.
"We’re just trying some new
things," said Dell spokesman Bob
Kaufinann. "This does not mean the
end of Steven’s relationship with
Dell."
The Wall Street Journal reported

Wednesday that Curtis was not sure
if his contract was going to be
renewed. It also quoted Dell group
marketing manager Claire Bennett as
saying all good things must eventually come to an end.
Web sites and online fan clubs had
been in an uproar since rumors of
Curtis’ firing began.
"HE’S BEIN’ FIRED????" blared a
posting by "Meghan" at the "Ben
Curtis Forum - A Place for Steve
lovers everywhere!"
Curtis was attending college classes
Wednesday in New YOrk and was
unavailable
for
comment,
Schumofsky said.
Dell, which makes most of its
money selling to businesses and
schools, launched the Steven commercials two years ago to increase its
consumer business.
Consumer sales bring in about
$4.8 billion, or 15 percent of the
company’s $32.1 billion in annual
revenue.

JOURNALIST I
continuedfrom page I
who have suffered in her country and have
"become social outcasts.
Speaking at times in Spanish and
other times in English, she went on to
relate various stories to the audience
of people who were victims of
tragedies in Mexico.
"Testimony will be the only way
readers will know of alien experiences," Poniatowska said.
Some students appeared most interested in Poniatowskas story of the 1968
pvernment massacre of protestors in
Mexico during the Olympics.

ativity. We are free to take our own path
instead of just listening to a teache0
Before instructing Haberman on
how to cover his brain cell model with
a gray clay-like mixture to make it
hard, structured and easy to paint,
Jauch said it is important to learn
about 3-D because "we live in a three
dimensional world."
Jauch said art is important not just as
a profession but also as an avocation
because it is spiritual and is like getting back to something very primitive.
Some students such as Krystalyn
Sylvester, a computer engineering
sophomore, said while they would
enjoy taking art classes as a hobby, they
wouldn’t think of being an art major
because it wouldn’t secure them a job.
Jauch, however, said she has a lot of
students who have come back after
being laid off from their jobs and have
taken to art instead.
"They (art majors) are the ones that
come up with the inventions," she
said, adding that while other cultures
give more respect to art, the United
States is more into gadgetry rather
than spirituality. "They (artists) see

that others don’t see. Art
accelerates our life
experiences and makes us
look into different things."
Patti Jaunth,
art instructor
something others don’t see. Art accelerates our life eacperiences and makes
us look into different things."
One such different thing for Erika
Contreras, an undeclared junior, was
the inside of a shell that she was making from wire, which laid in a spiral
shape in front of her.
Contreras said she got her inspiration from looking at exhibits of small
animals and lizards.
"Art is a way I can show the things I
feel and the things I like," she said.

Covered _1968 Olympic massacre

Poniatowslca was one of the only journalists to cover the massacre and was not
able to publish her , book about the
tragedy until 1992 because of media censorship by the Mexican government.
Hilda Hidalgo of San Jose read
Poniatowska’s book titled "Massacre in
Mexico," which was why she came to
the lecture.
Hidalgo said she wanted to hear more
about what the renowned journalist,
often identified as "the dame of letters" in
Mexico, had to say about the massacre,
butishe said that she found Poniatowska’s
comments about the strength of

"She said that Mexican women were
the glue that keeps families together,
and this is very true," said Hidalgo, a
Mexican-American. "Things have
changed so much for Mexican
women. Traditionally, they have been
very passive and only now are becoming more aggressive and participating
more in the work field."
Jonathan Alccantar, a senior Spanish
and art double major, also read the
book and said he came to hear
Poniatowska for this reason.
"She is really honest," said Alccantar,
also a Meacican-American. "She is the
voice of the common people because

MOdegri women most poignant.

she speaks like common peopk and
uses common people language."
Ramiro Medrano, a MexicanAmerican from Watsonville, said his
father was 17 and living in Mexico
when the massacre happened but
didn’t learn about the gruesome violence until he was well into his thirties.
"The police killed families of victims
to make sure no one would talk about
the killings," Medrano said. "It was a
time in Mexico when journalism was
very under-the-table because of fear
from the government. Elena stands as
an icon for the truth in Mexico."

difficult because we have to log in to a
system, and many of our school codes
were not recogniud by the system,
which caused delays in students getting their I -20’s," he said.
He mentioned that this has caused
some delay for some students looking
to start school this fall, and they had
to roll over their admission to next
spring, but they said the main bulk of
any further delay would come from
the mandatory background check on
students required by the state department.
Gecenok was understanding of the
situation in light of Sept. 11, and said
that the state department is predominantly concerned with any possible
terrorism threats.
"So most generally, Muslim males in
certain countries are primary concerns," he said.
He added that in order to not
appear discriminatory, the government is checking all applicants, so
everyone gets delayed.
"I don’t knov; exactly (what this
check entails), but it’s done in
Washington D.C. as I understand. So
the consulates give this information to
the state department, and they check
with the FBI or CIA to see if your
name comes up and see if you are
associated with international terrorism: Gecenok said.
The federal Immigration and
Naturalization Service department
announced last week that students
coming from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan
and Syria and other nonimmigrants
designated by the state department
are subjected to go through special

registration.
Students or visitors from these
countries who wish to remain in the
United States for more than 30 days
must report for an interview with
the INS within 30 to 40 days of
arrival.
"Some of them, not all of them, may
be asked at the port of entry when

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282

CLA S SIFME0 S
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
Qeneral

TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors. elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required.
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 MOVIE
NEED SS? The com era has
gone. Real estate mkt is booming. Part-time position avail.
Ride the next wave to fin indep.
$12-15 start Call 408,487-7646.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shOp and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable. honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL. Immediate
opening & flexible schedules ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
Please call 408-364-0240. All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408-247-4827
Golden Gate Valet.
TUTOR NEEDED to teach a
child who has language and
social skills delayed. Training
will be provided. 6-8 hrs/wk.
$13/hr. Call Kim 408-276-3633
or 408-263-9218.
COCKTAILERS / SERVERS
South First Billiards
Apply in Person
420 S. First St. San Jose
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potentiai Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME
P/T-F/T $500-$6,000 per mo.
1-866-789-9334
www. wealthyandhealthy.com
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Earn $15-$125 per survey!
wwwdollars4opinions com

ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to
work with children ages 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Monday - Friday, PT.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax: 408-275-9858.

PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services. a non-profit
agency which offers a variety of
quality services for adults with
developmental disabilities. is
seeking motivated, enthusiastic
people to work in our Supported
Living department. You will be
providing the support a person
with a disability needs to realize
his or her dream of independence. We have the following
opportunities:
COMPANION: Assist clients
with daily living skills, such as
grocery shopping. P/T, $10/hour
Must have own transportation.
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You
will receive free rent in
exchange for being available 5
overnights and providing 10
hours/week training with client.
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
or tbandermann 0 hopeservices
for more information. All majors
are welcome. To learn more
about HOPE, visit our websffe
at www.hopeservices.org.

LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose. Monday-Friday. PT.
Call Jacob 295-0228 Resume:
730 Empey Way. San Jose
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
BARTENDERS NEEDED
Internships possible
immediately! Earn up to $300
All majors may apply
per day. No experience
Scholarships awarded annually necessary. Training provided
Some conditions apply
Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U203.
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
Gain valuable experience in
while you grow your skill portfolio
customer service & sales
Alter -school positions available tor
No experience necessary
talented and energetic indmduals
Extensive training provided
VISO 01.1f web site at
Endorsed by National
www girlscoutsofscc org to find out
Academic Advisory Board
about current opportunities EOE
10am -4rtm
Call 615-1500
Girl Scouts
*www.workforstudents.comisisii
Where Girls Grow Strong

STUDENT WORK $10 Start
PT/FT. Sales & Marketing - We
Train. Bonus & Commissions.
Rec. Msg. 408-830-9367.
UNITY CARE. a community-based,
non-profit youth development
agency, is currently hiring for
the following positions:
FACILITATOR / PT - YAL- This
program targets youth placed in
group & foster homes by the
Juvenile Justice and Family &
Children’s Services Depts. as
well as al -risk youth in School
base settings. Facilitators provide
support to the class instructors
and supervision to clients in all
aspects of the program. - Must
have valid CA drivers license,
position is in Palo Alto. BA in
Social Sciences required (or 5
yrs exp with at-risk youth), MA
pref. Internship opportunities
available. 3-8 hrs week $15.00$25.00/hr. DOEE.
COUNSELORS / PT 8, FT Residential Counselors provide
adult guidance and consistent
standards of discipline for
dependent. delinquent or gangaffiliated youth in need of emotional support. Shifts are 7am3pm & 3pm-11pm weekdays &
weekends. - Must be 21 or older
with valid CA drivers license. 60
units or 2 yrs exp req. Nio felonies.
58.50-$12.00/hr DOEE.
If you feel you are a positive role
model please apply by e-matling
your resume to hrOunrtycare.00m
or faxing 408-971-9820. Please
include hours/days available.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.

SERVICES

OPPORTUNMES

FRATERNMES SORORMES Need PHONE JACK Activated?
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS Need a Phone Jack Installed??
Eam $1,000-$2,000 this
www.asaptelecom.us 406-8515
semester. with a proven
CampusFundraiser three hour SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
fundraising event. Our programs (includes cosmetic) S69.00 per
make fundraising easy with no year. Save 3er% - 60%. For info
risks. Fundraising dates are
call 1-800-655-3225 or
filling quickly, so get with the
www.studentdental.com or
program! It works. Contact
wwv.goldenwestdental.com
Campusfundraiser at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
vprov.campusfundraisercom

WORD PROCESSING

S1,000’S WEEKLYI! Stuff
home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details, send
1 stamp to: N -2B, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
S1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Free information. Call 203-683-0258

mailing our circulars.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
Information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchand Ise.
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Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University

Lost and t mold’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

iteritai Housing

Shared Housing
_Real Estate

Services
Health/Beauty
SportsiTheiis
insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

San Jose, CA 95192-0.149
SClassifted desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline. 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled eds.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL 1408) 924-3277
25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
offered free

as a

service to the campus community.

ACROSS
Blockbuster rental
Made hay
Rascal
Sky hunter
Love in a gondola
Primate
Didn’t extst
Type
Mdse bars
Peace goddess
Light dessert
Best
Fuel carrier
Previous
Aquamarine mineral
Turn pancakes
Matrix
Ticks off
Exile isle
mammal’s need
Grape plant
Cereal grains
Center
First orchard/
Clay -based rock
Varied
Sheep loser of
rhyme (2 wds 1
Shellfish
Inferior
Glossy
"Gotchar
Warehouse
Tiny amounts
Butterfly catcher
Avoid
Catches redhanded
Stock ending
impede
Payola

DOWN
1 Swear
2 A Gershwin
3 Put dOWn, slangily
I

Ad Rates: 3-1Ine minimum
Three
Two
Four
One
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days
Days
$7
$9
$11
$13
3 lines
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS:
20 + consecutive issues receive 10". off
40 + consecutive issue& receive 20". off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25’. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
end MU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of 53 per word

REAL ESTATE

SHARED HOUSING

SO SJ RMS $450 or $350/mo LOOKING TO BUY A HOME.
incl F only, No sm/dn/dru. need a loan, or refinancing? Call
ref req. Kelly 0513-2513 x 6447 Noah Levy, Senior Mortgage
Consultant w/United American
ROOM IN NICE OUIET HOME. Mortgage. 925-803-6850 ext 243.
Berryessa. FREE DSL. Cable.
Fridge. No Sm/Drug. $530/mo + 1 BD 1 BA MOBILE home 12x44.
Encl porch. sm yrd. stove, fridg.
Uitl. $350 dep. 408-729-0403.
$40K/obo. 408-629-8120 lv msg.

PROFESSIONA L
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses. term papers.
ADMIN ASST/SALES Hi -tech
PREGNANT? Need help? Call group projects. etc professionco seeks FT/PT hard worker for
BIRTHRIGHT, 408-241-8444 or ally typed APA a specialty
office & sales/telemarketing
800-550-4900. Free/Confidential. Experienced & dependable
assisting
Must have good
oral/verbal skills Good pay + 25% DISCOUNT AVAILABLE Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at 53
oppty to advance Fax Resume’
Spartan Daily Classifieds
54
(408) 264-4504
408-232-7701. or email to
SJSU Student/Staff Rate
55
info NYDEN com
Such a dealt
57
58
60
65
66
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RAMS CALI, 408-924-3277
67

HEALTH & BEAUTY

P/T, UP TO $20/HR. preparing
mailings. No selling. Flexible
hours. Call 626-821-4035

envelopes at

classified @ jmc.sjsu.edu

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BDRM / 1 BA condo for rent,
Blossom Hill, near Oakridge Mall.
Covered garage, laundry area &
pool. $1500/mo includes partial
utilities. Near Light Rail, Hwy 85.
shopping, restaurants. Move in
SANTA CLARA COUNTY - bonus. Call 408-691-0853.
Registrar of Voters. Poll workers
needed for the Nov. 5th election. **FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT**
Compensation is $85-$115/day. Extra large, newly remodeled:
Contact William Tran at 2 bdrm/1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath
408-299-2694x2060 or email apts. $1099/month and up. Also,
William.Tran rov.co.scl.ca. us 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1191LE.
Will worlc with you on
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG 2 blocks from SJSU. Wat-e7h-r7s-h.
while you grow your skill portfolio. paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Drier
After-school positions available for on site. Cats OK. Well managed
talented and energetic individuals. student bldg. 408-37f3-1409.
Visit our web site at:
www.girlscoutsofsoc.org to find out
about current opportunities. EOE
Girl Scouts
STATISTICAL Data Processing
Where Girls Grow Strong
survey tabs. charts. tables,
significance
testing
using
SPSS. Vince (408) 356-7895.

they enter the United States to be fingerprinted," Gecenok said.
Some international students think
this extra step taken by the government is necessary.
"It’s OK to do it. I understand that
they have to feel safe in every way,"
said Ana Sanz, a radio, television, film
and theater major from Spain.
She added that she notices the difference between applying for a visa
two years ago and now.
"Two years ago, visas were issued
faster, and we could go into the
embassy and talk to people there. The
last time I applied for a visa, I could
not even get into the embassy," she
said.
Kenyan Peter Gilcandi, an animation major, also said he understands
these new immigration regulations.
"If I want to go to the United States,
I honestly don’t mind it as long as
everything is even, they check everyone and there are no double standards," he said.
Gikandi added that the government
must work closely with universities to
provide the necessary documents and
advice for students and streamline the
timing more.
"This may result in faster services
for other sorts of immigration applications as a byproduct," he said,
commenting on the electronic nature
of these new immigration procedures.
Samuel Mulyono, a U.S. political
refilgee from Indonesia, said he supported the new regulations.
"There is nothing wrong in checking to see if everything is safe. In
order to do something, sometimes we
must sacrifice something else, even if
it means waiting a longer time," he
said.
Sanz agreed with Mulyono’s sentiments.
"It’s good. The government has US
check on whoever comes here,
comes here for a good reason," she
said.
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4 Time period
5 Prompt (2 wds )
6 Cream cheese
partner
7 Hymn ending
8 Solitary
9 Flub
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li Fill the seams
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23 Peps up
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25 Name for a parrot
26 Clan
27 Deadlocks
28 Have a go at
30 Veil wearer
31 Corn servings
34 Fence part
36 Mountain chain
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37 Bow down
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43 Glove compartment item
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64 JFK visitor
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San Jose State University (4-3) at University of Nevada -Reno
1:05 p.m., Saturday at Mackay Stadium, Reno, Nevada

The book on ... Nevada
Nickname: Wolf Pack
Location: Reno, Nevada
Colors: Navy Blue and Silver
Conference: Western Athletic
Series versus SJSU: tied, 7-7-2
Home field: Mackay Stadium, 31,545, grass
2002 mcord: 2-4 overall, 1-1 WAC (Aug. 31: 31-7 loss at
Washington State; Sept. 14: 31-28 victory against Brigham
Young; Sept. 21: 31-21 victory against Rice; Sept. 28: 32-28
loss to Colorado State; Oct. 5: 21-17 loss at UNLV; Oct. 12:

For Spartans, WAC title hunt begins now
By Chris Giovannetti
Dail), Sports Editor
In the eyes of the college football
world, Saturday’s matchup between
San Jose State University and the
University of Nevada-Reno will likely
generate limited national interest.
However, for two teams who have
Western Athletic Conference title
asFirations, Saturday’s game could go a
long way to determining this year’s
championship.
SPARTAN FOOTBALL

IN THE

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK

against A bigger and more physical
Ohio State team, but the Spartans suffered just one notable injury.
Wide receiver Kendrick Starling
strained his a neck against the
Buckeyes, but according to Hill he will
be in uniform on Saturday.
Free safety Gerald Jones (shoulder)
and linebacker Brian Foreman (flu) are
also slated to be in the starting lineup
against the Wolf Pack.
Left guard Joseph Hayes could
return as well. Because of a strained
right knee, Hayes has missed the last
three games.
Hill credits strength and conditioning coach Bruce Seidman for the
health of the Spartans.
"We’ve played Ohio State,
Washington, Illinois and Stanford. To
not lose anybody due to contusions is
something to be said about our prograins."
OF NOTE: Since joining the WAC

all) lost Kretschiner to a knee injury
suffered on the first carry of the game
in a 31-28 upset of Brigham Young
University on Sept. 14.
"I thought we’ve responded well
(without Kretschmer). Our players got
over (his loss) really fast,"Tormey said.
"We’ve turned things over to a passing
game and we have some new backs
emerging. We’re moving forward."
The Spartans have an equally adept
passer in junior Scott Rislov, who set
school records for pass efficiency (36for-44) and pass completions (36) in a
50-7 loss at Ohio State University on
Oct. 12.
"That’s why I recruited him," Hill
said. "He’s come a long way after only
seven games. He wants the responsibility of leading this team."

Bumps and bruises
Kickoff at Mackay Stadium is slated
for 1:05 p.m.
"I refine to look beyond this week,"
Hill said. "It’s always been about winning a WAC championship. This
game is crucial to that. Reno Will be a
big challenge."
SJSU (2-0 WAC, 4-3 overall) sits
atop the WAC with Boise State
University and
Fresno
State
University, but the Spartans two conf-rence wins have come against WAC
bottom-feeders University of Texas-El
Paso (1-5) and Southein Methodist
University (0-7)
’The Spartans will face off against a
Nevada team that knows the meaning
of being battle-tested.
The
University of Hawail
blitzlcreiged the Wolf Pack for 42 first
quarter points en route to a 59-34 victory at Aloha Stadium.
"They scored a lot of points in a shoi t
amount of time," third-year Wolf Pack
head coach Chris Tormey said. "I’ve
never seen anything like that before.
Everything that could go wrong did go
wrong. It was just one of those nights."
The pass-oriented Spartans should
have an easier time playing their brand
of football against Nevada, as Hill
expects both teams to utilize their
strong passing games.
"They’re very similar to us," Hill said.
"The ’ll attack down field."
R’s two most potent players are
its passing tandem of quarterback
Zack Threadgill and wide receiver
Nate Burleson.
Threadgill leads the WAC in total
offense at 320.5 yards per game while
Burleson leads the nation in receptions
with 64 and is
second nationally in receiving
yards with 137.5
yards per game.
Burleson
hauled in 326
yards against
the Spartans
last season.
Burleson
"Nate’s a good
player. He was
good last year
and he only gotten better. He
does a great job
of gaining yards
after a catch,"
Tormey said.
"Zack is a really
cerebral guy. He
Threadgill
reads coverages
and defenses well."
The SJSU pass defense ranks 112th
in the nation.
"We couldn’t stop Burleson last sea
son," Hill said. "Hopefully we’ll find a
way to stop him this year."
Freshman running back Matt Milton
(75.7 yards per game) has shouldered
UNR’s ground game in the absence of
Chance Kretschmer, the nation’s leading rusher at 157.5 yards per game last
season.
The Wolf Pack (1-1 WAC, 2-4 over-

Hill had worried about injuries
10.
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59-34 loss at Hawai’i).
2001 record: 3-8 overall, 3-5 WAC (tied for seventh).
Head coach: Chris Tormey, Idaho, 1978 (7-22 Nevada, 40-45
overall, seven seasons).
Players to watch (2002 statistics; six games unless
noted): Sr. wide receiver Nate Burleson (second nationally 1.
with 137.5 receiving yards per game, five touchdowns); Sr.
’quarterback Zack Threadgill (fifth nationally in total offense
at 320.5 yards per game, 310.2 passing yards per game, 14
passing touchdowns); Fr. running back Matt Milton (75.7
yards per game).
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 3-4
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in 1996, the Spartans have never been
3-0 in the conference ... SJSU finished
its non-conference schedule at 2-3 ...
SJSU continues to lead the nation in
kickoff returns, averaging 27.6 yards
per return. Spartan Charles Pauley is
second nationally in returns, averaging
35.8 yards per return ... Pauley accumulated 355 all-purpose yards in the
victory over the Wolf Pack last season
... The Spartans are second behind
Tulane University in total takeaways
with 25. The Spartans axe tied for first
with the Green Wave in interceptions
gained with 15 ... SJSU is 14th
nationally with 10 recoverea fumbles
... This is the oldest series that the
Spartans renew this year as the first
meeting between the two schools came
in 1899 ... There is no play-by-play
television coverage of the game.
Action can be heard live on KLIV
1590-AIVI with the pre-game show
beginning at 12:30 p.m.
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Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)

Austin

Baltimore/Washimiton (BWI)
q9 miles to downtown Washington. DC)

Chicago (Midway)

Ft. Lauderdale
(?? miles to downtown Miami)

Harlingen/South Padre Island

Las Vegas

Los Angeles (LAX)

New Orleans

Oakland
(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)

Phoenix

Providence
(A better way to Boston)

Reno/Tahoe

CailiVrMa.

Salt Lake City

SundanceAucliance winner)
BLOOOS SUNDAY
9 25
S." 7 0).) ieac
Da)S,
plus Sal 12 30 45
o4)
Held
Oven 2nd Big Month,
IECHEIANY
’
."5 Silt-S0 12 25 2 40
MY BIG FAT GREEN WEDDING (PG1 Held Ye,’
Sal-Sun 1 00 3 05
.’
113=1311 366 S First SI 998.331u,

wadi

BOWUISIG FON
Birrn30

Each way with 14 -day advance roundtrip purchase.
Travel Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday.
Fares will be up to 530 more each way when
you travel Sunday, Monday, Thursday, or Friday.

GOLUPAISINE
1433 The Alameda 287.1

oda,. (
15 plus
9 35
SUE NOVI PwoTo
I’hatuals MERV POUR LE CHOCOLAT (11nratech
’
Datiy at 5 to
"
141-0E. (P) Screenplay 99 )
at 4 45 7 00 7. r

413121=) 4i N Sante Cruz
II WOMEN
MY BIG FAT GREEK MOOING
111=111

,

10

Seattle/Tacoma

Fares do not Include a federal excise tax of $3 per takeoff and landing.
Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest
Airlines for just $39-$99 each way with roundtrip
purchase. Be sure to purchase your ticket at least
14 days in advance, within one day of making
reservations, and by October 24, 2002. Seats are

395-0203

Prunes/ad/Campbell 559

San Diego

2 30

limited and won’t be available on some flights that
operate during very busy travel times and holiday
periods like Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s.
For reservations, call your travel agent or Southwest
Airlines or log on for low fares’’ at southwest.com.

Tampa Bay

59’

West Palm Beach

tlYiraV/,9414714.4WW11
THE

RIM (PG 13)
))))91205* 235 455 7 40 9 55
WHETE 011A101/1 1PG-131
Genf 11 45’ 2 15 4 35 7 05 9 20
MOE IMINLAITNIO (PG)
SO’ 2 00 4 10 6 45.8 50
WM
DOM IR)
95 4 40 7 00 9 15
THE
Daliy 12 55’ 3 10 5 20 7 35 9 45
MOSTLY IMIMIA 1PG)
Day
2 10 4 20 6 55 Roc WW1
RULES Of ArMACTIIII 1E11 astly 9 15 i Wed 9 351
SARVENSHIP (PG.13) 2nr/
Month,
’ 55 5 10 720 fen Wed) 9 35
F

eon
maitaienten(Pc.131

SOUTHWEST

AUTO FOCUS
GREY ZONE
ALL THE QUEEN’S MEN
WWW.CAMERACINEMAS.COM

nit

southwest.com

1-800-VAINONOS
’12E, (1,

HEAL WOMEN NAVE CURVES
Vekil .
HEAVEN

an

Orange

1-800-1- FLY-SWA

$18, and a federal September Ilth Security leo ot .4.) to SIO roundtrop per person vvill be charged. Your plans must include a stayover of at least one night
kerns Program) may be applied toward future travel on Southwest Airlines Fares are subject to change until ticketed Any change in itinerar y may result
intercontinental airports not included Does not include travel to or from Florida markets from March 13 through April 4, 2003. S12002 Southwest Airlines Co.

MPS do not include airport assessed passenger facility charges (PFC) of pp to
tickets purchased through our Group
rickets are nonrefundable
County and Houston
from
increase it) fare Service to
in

but (except for
and

Service may not be available
from all cities. Offer applies to
published, scheduled service only.

